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Abstract: Knowledge in domain is expressed with the help of ontology which is scattered all over its space. Using
ontology gives a share in increasing precision. Different ontologies may represent the same domain, thus includes
different terms that equivalently refer to the same meaning and vice versa. This results in different structures for
ontologies. That's why it is necessary to relate concepts and keywords within the same domain. One of the efficient
ways to relating domain knowledge representation is ontology alignment and mapping. The main objective of ontology
mapping is to determine the relationship between concepts and find the semantic mapping between ontologies. This
problem lies at the heart of numerous information processing applications. As the same domain knowledge are
described by different ontologies differ in modeling or structure or language which leads to heterogeneity.
To overcome this problem, this paper uses different similarities to find the relationships between ontologies. String
similarity but it only considers the same term that represents different meaning. So semantic similarity is needed to be
employed for higher efficiency, so semantic similarity using WorldNet database is explored and the results of pervious
similarities are considered the primitive similarity to overcome all heterogeneity problems by structure similarity based
on common subsume concepts and semantic similarity by IC(information content) and modify calculation of IC to
consider all concept attributes. Structure similarity and semantic similarity are combined and called relative similarity.
This paper suggests a modified structural similarity method called a relative structure similarity that present a way for
solving the heterogeneity between ontologies based on entities that have a common subsumed which have a
relationship and information content(IC). The proposed method presents a scheme based on the real relationships
across ontologies, and modification of calculation of information content using intrinsic information of ontologies to
overcome of drawbacks of the methods by taking into account entity attributes. Comparison studies are made to test the
validity of the proposed method.
Keywords: ontology Alignment, mapping, structure similarity, Information content(IC), Lowest Common Subsumer
(LCS).
I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there are a lot of distributed web pages
connected to cover the human requirement, but they are
only human understandable. But for better processing of
the content of those pages' content, they need to be
understandable by machines and software agents. This
vision led to a next generation of the web namely, what's
known as semantic web [1]. Semantic Web is not only to
present the information, but for computers to read and
process the information in the web pages, and extract
knowledge from this information. The computer can
understand the information in the Semantic Web using a
data structure called ontology. Ontology provides a
knowledge representation in a particular domain; it defines
concepts (classes and properties) in a given domain, and
shows the relationships between the defined concepts [2].
Different ontologies may be developed to describe a
particular domain, so they may use different terms, data
formats, modeling language and structures to represent
certain knowledge [3]. Ontology establish a common
vocabulary for community organization to communicate
with each other, it is difficult to build standard ontology to
Copyright to IJARCCE

cover all requirement for all purpose and applications, so
many ontologies are built to solve this problem which
leads to heterogeneity problem of these ontologies[4]. The
heterogeneity between different ontologies may be in
languages, vocabularies, or modeling for the same
vocabularies. This problem can be solved by building a
standard ontology and a standard knowledge
representation, or by drawing relations between
knowledge sources (ontologies).
Ontology matching is the process of finding the relations
between ontologies, while alignment is the result of
matching process expressing declaratively these relations.
Ontology mapping refers to an identification of identical
concepts or relations between different ontologies.
Ontology mapping is a fragment of alignment task [5].
The matching operation determines the alignment for a
pair of ontologies. Ontology matching consists of
generating an alignment from two (or more) ontologies.
Figure1 depicts relationship between matching and
alignment, where matching process between elements of
two ontologies using external resource (WorldNet), and
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description parameters of elements is the essential step to
obtain alignment between ontologies. Sometimes mapping
and alignment are used interchangeably [6]. Ontology
matching is an important issue in any application that
communicates through ontologies such as semantic web
browsing, catalogs integration, ontology evaluation, multiagent communication and query answer, where in
semantic web browsing uses matching for dynamically
annotating web pages with partially overlapping
ontologies [5]. Catalog integration uses matching for
offering an integrated access to on-line catalogs, ontology
evolution uses matching for finding the changes that have
occurred between two ontology versions, multi-agent
communication uses matching for finding the relations
between the ontologies used by two agents and translating
the messages they exchange [7,8,9],and query answering
uses ontology matching for translating user queries about
the web.
parameters ,p

Matching
process

O
1

Ontology alignment

Fig. 1. Matching Process
resources ,r

Mapping and alignment between two ontologies is one to
one function between ontology elements (concepts and
properties), by comparing the similarity between a pair of
elements. Ontology mapping doesn't modify ontology, the
output of mapping is a pair of ontology elements with their
computed similarity [10]. Any ontology mapping process
is based on the following steps:
1-feature engineering: transforms ontology into internal
representation
2-search step selection: select a pair of elements from
ontologies based on ontology mapping, the set of pairs
constitutes the search space of the method.
3-similarity computation: similarities compute for the
selected pair based on mapping method.
4-similarity aggregation: all similarity metrics are
aggregated to produce single one [11].
Ontology alignment is to find the correspondences entities
that are equivalent or subsumed relation, and extracting
overlapping information over two ontologies. Some
alignment methods use one similarity method [12,13], or
combination of them to enhance the precision and recall of
the alignment methods [14], results of similarities are
aggregated dynamically related to absence or presence of
features is used [15],also genetic algorithm is used to
weights[16],Linear weighted combination(LWC) is used
to aggregate similarities[17].
The measures for matching similarity computation can be
classified into terminological measures, semantic
measures and Structural Measures. Terminology measures
are based on surface similarities. The main idea in using
Copyright to IJARCCE

such measures is the fact that it happens that usually
similar entities have similar names and descriptions across
different ontologies. Structural Measures try to realize
similarities by considering the relationship of the entities
based on the entities in different ontologies are similar
when their adjacent entities are similar and structures in
the ontology graphs.
This paper proposes a modified method to calculate a
structural-based alignment method based on information
content taken into account various aspects of the structure
of ontologies to recognize related entities. It proposes
modifying information content calculation using intrinsic
information from the ontology taking into account concept
attributes, we determine the similarity by several
computing similarity methods for each pairs of concepts.
IC for each concept is calculated by using their
attributes(properties, sub-concepts, instance).determine
LCS(Least Common Subsumed) for each pair using the
pervious calculated similarity , and determine the final
similarity value using their relative concepts
similarities.Experimental results show that our method
performs well comparing with other similar approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews strategies proposed by related works to enable the
similarity across different ontologies, while Section 3
presents our approach. Section 4 discusses the results in
comparison with related works. The final
Section contains the conclusions and some lines of future
research.
II.
RELATED WORK
Ontology matching techniques are classified into schemabased and instance based techniques, the schema the
similarity between concepts is based on the structure level
with ignoring actual data, while instance based similarity
is based on data instance of concepts with ignoring
structure .There are another classification based on
matching techniques to determine the similarities between
entities, semantic similarity, terminological similarity and
structure similarity [10][18]. Figure 2 indicates to the
classifications of matching approaches. The upper
classification is based on granularity and input
interpretation, the lower classification is based on the kind
of input. The middle layer features classes of basic
techniques.
Terminological similarity classify to (stringbased,
language
based,
and
linguistic
resources)[19].Structural similarity is viewed ontologies as
graph(based on relations between concepts(properties))
and taxonomy(is-a relation) structures containing terms
and their inter relationships. Structural similarity can be
classified into internal structural and external structural
[20, 21]. Also structural similarity based on the shared
information between compared concepts (subsumed
concept) [22][23].
Semantic similarity measures can be classified into
Structure based measures, where it based on the hierarchy
structure of ontology based on path length where the
shortest path between compared concepts is more similar.
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Also by the depth of compared concepts based on the
assumption that concepts lower down in the hierarchy are
less differentiated than those higher up [24],modifying the
pervious similarity by taking into account the number of
links between concepts with respect to the max depth of
ontology[25].
And Information
Content
Based
Measures(IC), described in the next part in detail.
Alignment methods are used in matching one similarity
method or combination of them to enhance the precision
and recall of alignment method [26].RIOMM proposes a
muti-strategies ontology mapping to reduce risk for
selecting these methods [27].

Fig. 2. Classification of matching techniques
A new terminology (lexical) similarity is provided by
dealing with each concept as a bag of words and structure
similarity by creating neighbor matrix for ontology [28].
Semantic matching (s_match) is a matching method based
on linguistic and lexical using wordnet to determine the
equivalence and more general and less general relationship
between concepts (nodes) [29]. GLUE is a method used
multiple learners and exploits information in concept
instances where it based on three steps, learn the joint
probability distribution of instances of classes of input
ontologies, then estimate the similarity between classes
based on instances and then filter of the matches
result[30].LOM (Lexicon-based Ontology Mapping) finds
the morphism between vocabularies in order to reduce
human labor in ontology mapping using four methods:
whole term, word constituent, synset, and type matching.
LOM does not guarantee accuracy or correctness in
mappings [31].
Background knowledge is considered as an important
approach used in ontology comparing as a bridge to
improve the result of matching [32]. Semantic Flow
Network (SFN) presents a way to solve compound
mapping [33] . Rough set proposed a way to deal with the
uncertainty matching and find the final result of matching
[34]. BOAT suggests a way to distinguish between trivial
and non-trivial matching, where trivial match obtains from
string comparator, based on words can equal string but
different meaning. Non-trivial matches mean semantic
similarity between terms not identical. It takes into
account the structure of entities (subclasses, and super
classes) and their description (label, comment) [35].
Copyright to IJARCCE

Structure similarity of two elements in distinct models are
relies on a pair of elements are similar if their adjacent
elements are similar[36].Structural similarity can be
classified into internal structural and external structural,
internal structural is calculated by comparing the
properties of concepts, while external structural is
computed by comparing super concepts, siblings ,and sub
concepts [37].using path comparator, which is selected by
anchor from linguistic similarity, these anchors are
determine automatic or semi-automatic by users. it
assumes that the paths that connected between two
similar terms(anchor) consists of similar entities
[38],anchor approach is used as a start point to divide
ontologies as segments and match them by string and
structure
similarities(internal
and
external
structural)[39].LILY uses sub graph to structure similarity
, linguistic and semantic similarities[40]. Omen (Ontology
Mapping ENhancer) based on Bayesian Net in found
matching ,by building network begin with two nodes or
concepts that equal string matching and then build
network from the structure related concepts to start node
which increase the similarity based on the equal concept
related to .Then begin Bayesian network for concepts[41].
Structural similarity can be measured based on internal
structure of ontology (properties of concepts), external
structure (super concepts ,sub concepts and sibling), or by
using subsuming concepts (Least Common Subsumed
(LCS)) which is obtained from identical equal string
similarity , hyponyms comparing , or common features
between concepts[42]. Structural similarity is used in
semantic similarity where it takes into account the path
between concepts and depth between them.
IC of concepts is calculated sometimes with ontology
structure, others using wordnet as information source[4346].Information content have many developed works, start
from calculating the IC by negative log of probability of
number of occurrences the concept in corpus to total
corpus[43].
IC(c) = -log (p(c))
(1)
Where, p(c) is the frequency of concept c in corpus.
WordNet is organized in a meaning and principled way.
WordNet used in calculation of IC, where the concepts
with many hyponyms provides less information, expresses
the IC value of a WordNet concept as a function of the
hyponyms it has [44,47]. Formally
log hyp c +1
IC c = 1 −
(2)
log 
(max _nodes )

Where the function hyp c returns the number of
hyponyms of a given concept and max_nodes is a constant
that is set to the maximum number of concepts that exist in
the ontology. This method have drawback where concepts
with the same sub concepts have the same information
content although in different depths, [45] overcome the
drawback by complement hyponym-based IC computation
with the relative depth of each concept in the ontology.
[42] Considers number of leaves of concept compared to
the number of taxonomic subsume.
Resink proposed estimating semantic commonalties
among concepts based on the amount of information they
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share. In taxonomy this information is represented by the
least common subsume of both concepts. Increasing IC
value means increasing of the semantic similarity between
concepts [43].
Sim(c1, c2) = IC(LCS(c1,c2))
(3)
The problem of resink similarity is any pair of concepts
with the same LCS will result the same similarity exact
value. Lin similarity considers the common information
content for concepts, and information content of compared
concepts [46].
2 ∗ IC LCS c1, c2
sim c1, c2 =
(4)
IC c1 + IC c2
[48] Also considers the principle of the common subsume
but calculate the similarity but the difference between IC
of each concept and the IC of their
LCS.Sim(c1, c2) =IC(c1)+IC(c2)-2*IC(LCS(c1,c2))
(5)
Information content is used to determine the common
concepts, [49] presents the common information content
by find the common features of the compared entity
classes. A virtual root called as ―Anything‖ was used to
connect the considered ontologies.
Matching similarity based on linguistic is considered as
analyzing entities in isolation where it is ignoring the
relationships with other entities. Similarity taking into
account the context of entities is an important similarity
for ontology mapping that is achieved by structural
similarity. Heterogeneity between ontologies occur when
one ontology have more details than other. So this paper
solves this problem by structural similarity that considers
entities that have common parent have a relationship.

layers preprocessing, primitive similarity, and relative
structure similarity. The alignment process is to determine
the correspondence between two input ontologies entities.
It includes three steps:
Source

Target
Layer 1
Preprocessing
ontologies

Ontology composition

class

poperty

instance

Primitive similarity

Relative structure
similarity

Linguistic
similarity

Layer 2
Primitive
Similarity

Lowest Common
Subsume (LCS)

edit
distan
ce

equal
string

Layer 3
Relative
structure
Similarity

Information Content IC

Semantic
similarity

similarities
between siblings
and subclasses

Fig. 3. Relative
structure similarity alignment method
Wordnet
architecture
Alignment Elements from
primitive similarity

+

Alignment Elements from Relative
similarity

Alignment Elements of two ontologies

Fig. 4. A fragment of owl ontology.

THE PROPOSED RELATIVE STRUCTURE A. ONTOLOGY Pre-PROCESSING
In this paper ontologies are described within the
SIMILARITY METHOD
knowledge representation language OWL.
OWL is a computer language used to write ontologies
The content information approaches presented by Resink
and others proposed are based on Lowest Common Sub- which provide more vocabularies for describing objects),
the preprocessing of owl ontology is used to. The presumer (LCS) for single ontology ,they did not consider
processing layer has two phases, the first phase picks up
the importance of concepts (information content) that
aligned using the description of concept relative to all data all information about ontology concepts, properties (object
property-data type property) and instances, while the
ontology[43, 46,47,50,51] .
This paper proposes a structure similarity method based on second phase analyzes the vocabularies content by
relative concepts similarity and information content, splitting(tokens) and stemming, where it consist of tokens
modifying information content by taking into account "name chunk of several tokens" such as punctuation, upper
concept attributes which also indicates the importance of cases characters, symbols and special characters, for
classes(more information attributes describe class is example "SystemsStaff" is splitted into "system" and
increasing the importance class) . The method determines "staff", also abbreviation and acronyms are enlarged. Such
equivalence, subsume relationship depending on the Owl as token « SW » which referred to "Semantic Web" this
ontology features. Hence more information description for expansion is performed using an external dictionary.
ontology entities (concept, properties, instances,
equivalent, disjoint, union, complement,…) are presented The tokens of the two ontologies are then converted to
.The alignment method architecture used in this paper is lowercase characters for the comparison .The same thing
shown in figure (3), the architecture consists of three is done for concepts comments.

III.
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Wordnet and ontology are used to determine the subsume
relationships (more than (hypernyms), less than

Figure 4 shows a part of owl ontology describing an
organization, in first layer it picks up data with gray
highlight and stemming them.
B.
PRIMITIVE SIMILARITY
In this paper, ontologies are described by OWL, an
entity in ontology is defined as: e ∈ C U P where C and
P are the sets of concepts and properties in ontology
respectively.
We first compute the initial similarities between entities
and then used this initial to select LCS from two
ontologies for each pair of concepts. When calculating
similarities between entities, we aim to maximize the
descriptive (or semantic) information of an entity, such
as its ID, its label and its comment to cover diverse
situations. The descriptive information of an entity
composed of concept descriptive and property
descriptive, concept descriptive ( label, comment), and
property descriptive (domain, range, and property label).
In this layer primitive similarities are calculated using
linguistic similarity and semantic similarity for entities
descriptive. After converting each concept Id, label, and
comment to tokens, these tokens are used in the
comparison in the case of terminology similarity equal
string and using edit distance similarity. Edit distance
estimates the number of operations needed to convert
one string into another, the similarity of two labels of
concepts e1 and e2 which defined as
Ed (e1, e2) =1- #op /(max_length(l(e1), l(e2)))
Where,
#op: indicates the number of operations.
max_length(l(e1), l(e2)) :represents the maximal length
of the two labels.

sime(e1,e2)=

1

if e1=e2

0

if e1≠e2

Also comment of concept is converting to VS (vector
similarity) and calculates the similarity for vectors
taking into account the frequency of tokens. The total
similarity between two concepts is calculated as the
summation of all results similarities.
WordNet is an electronic lexical database developed at
Princeton University. Wordnet entries (―senses‖) are
organized into synonyms sets (―synsets‖) representing
concepts. Each synset (synonyms set) in WordNet is
followed by its definition (―gloss‖) which contains a
defining phrase, an optional comment and examples.
WordNet supports two types of relations: semantic
relations, which link concepts (i.e. synsets), such as
hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, holonymy, etc. and
lexical relations, such as antonymy, which links individual
words [52].
WordNet is used to determine the semantic similarity and
subsume relationship between concepts, by obtaining the
synonyms of each concepts id, and label to compare them.
Copyright to IJARCCE

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Institution">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Organization"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Institution</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">An institution.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#name"/>
<owl:cardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegati
veInteger">1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
…
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#address"/>
<owl:maxCardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegati
veInteger">1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
……
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="institution">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Report"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Institution"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">institution</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">The sponsoring institution of a
technical report.</rdfs:comment>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
……
−<owl:Class rdf:ID="School">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Institution"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">School</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">A school or
university.</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class></owl:Class>
……
−<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="school">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#School"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">school</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">The name of the school where a
thesis was written.</rdfs:comment>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

(hypnoym)).
sims(e1,e2)=sim(gloss(e1),gloss(e2))+sim(hypo(e1),hypo(
e2))
+sim(hyper(e1),hyper(e2))+sim(synst(e1),synst(e2))
The same way is used for properties similarity. The flow
chart representing primitive similarity is shown in figure
(5).
Figure 5 represent the flow chart for primitive similarity,
where we read two ontologies o1,o2 and wordnet
database, and collect all information from two ontologies,
c1[n1],c2[n2] represent concepts where n1,n2 represent
total number of concepts in o1,o2 respectively ,also
properties of each concept represent in vector
p[np1],p[np2],where np1,np2 are number of properties for
each concept. Then we process concepts by splits or
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expand each concept and property, for each token we
calculate the linguistic similarity (equal string (sime), edit
distance(Ed)), semantic similarity (sims), finally we store
all the calculated similarity values.

start
Ontology O1,O2
WordNet W
C1[n1],C2[n2], 1[np1],p2[np2]

for i=1 to n1

N

Y

acronyms or
abbreviate

Ti[xn1]=Tokenization(c1[i])

Ti[xn1]=Expand(c1[i])

Ti[xn1]=stemming(Ti[xn])
hypo1=hypo(Ti[xn])

hyper1=hyper(Ti[xn])

syns1=syns(Ti[xn])

for j=1 to n2

N

Y

acronyms or
abbreviate

Tj[xn2]=Tokenization(c1[j])

Tj[xn2]=Expand(c1[j])

Tj[xn2]=stemming(Tj[xn])

hypo2=hypo(Tj[xn])

hyper2=hyper(Tj[xn])

syns2=syns(Tj[xn])

sims(Ti,Tj)=sim(gloss(Ti),gloss(Tj))+sim(hypo1(Ti),hypo2(Tj))+sim(hyper1(Ti),hyper2(Tj))+sim(syns1(Ti),syns2(
Tj))
Ed (Ti, Tj) =1- #op /(max_length(l(Ti), l(Tj)))
N

Ti[xn1]=Tj[xn2]

sime=0

Y

)

sime=1

)
Ti[xn1],Tj[xn2],Ed,sims,sim
ee

end

Fig. 5. Flow chart for primitive similarity
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RELATIVE STRUCTURE SIMILARITY
The relative similarity is based on structure similarity and
information content. This similarity depends on the
common structure (super class) plus their information
content (concept attributes) for the concepts. Resink
basically works on a single ontology by calculating the
similarity between two classes in the same ontology, so
there is no problem to search for the common super class.
A modified version of Resink defines a virtual root to
connect the two ontologies and considers that root as a
common super concept, or deal with common concepts
that class have common features between two
concepts[49].
This paper provides a method to calculate the structure
similarity using relative similarity and information
content of the concepts, calculating relative similarity
based on the structure of concepts, so we need to
determine LCS in two ontologies, by estimating the
similarity of two super concepts resulted from the second
layer. The information content is calculated from the
importance class that take into account all the class
attributes, finally the similarities between each two class
are calculated from their relative classes and their
information content. A flow chart of the proposed method
is shown in figure (6).
Figure 6 represent a flow chart that describe the relative
similarity, start by taking two concepts from o1,o2 stored
in c1[n1],c2[n2],obtain a list of super classes for each
concept sup1[xn1],sup2[xn2], where xn1.xn2 are number
of super concepts for each concept in o1,o2.
For two concepts calculate the information content (IC)
taking into account number of properties (prop (c1)),
instances (inst(c)), and sub classes (sub(c)). For each
concept in sup1, sup2 we obtain the similarity values
stored if there is a similar value suppose it as LCS until
finish all array, if no similar pair we read another pair
from concepts. For each concept obtain their sub concepts
sub1[xn1],sub2[xn2] ,compare each pair to obtain
similarity and information content IC(sub1[i],sub2[j])
taking into account IC(lcs) to calculate the total
similarities for them sim(sub1[i],sub2[j]).
Owl ontology is a formal and explicit conceptualization of
description. Every concept is defined by property
functions, sub concepts, instances and constraints.
Although domain ontology are not completed as wordnet
in terms of concepts, so a sufficient IC of concept without
using external large text corpora can be generated using
intrinsic information of the concept. Concept attributes
are used as intrinsic information.
The pervious calculation of IC in ontology is obviously
concepts and concept hierarchy. However, OWL ontology
also contains properties, restrictions and relations.
Properties are used to define functionality of a concept
explicitly to specify a meaning. They are related to
concept by means of domain, range and restrictions. Also
it contains instances where concepts plays important role
in classification of instances which act as knowledge for
this concept.

Copyright to IJARCCE

To improve the information content of the concept. All
attributes that describe the concept is taken into account
with respect to total ontology attributes. The information
content is measured by concept relations (properties)
ICp(c), concept instances ICi(c) and their sub concepts
ICc(c). The information content of concept is calculated
by negative logarithm of the probability of concept in text
or any information used to describe concept. Where it is
inversely related with attributes of some parameters and
directly proportional with other attributes.
LOG(sub c + 1)
(6)
LOG(t_class)
LOG(prop c + 1)
ICp c =
(7)
LOG(t_prop + 1)
LOG(inst c + 1)
ICi c =
(8)
LOG(t_inst + 1)
where ICc(c) is the information content based on the sub
concepts of the class c, more sub concepts of the class
(sub(c)) lead to less information it express [44], and
t_class is the constant value for ontology that is the total
number of ontology classes.
ICc c = 1 −

ICp(c) estimate the information content based on relations
(properties),where prop(c) denotes to the number of
properties of concept c, where information content is
negative log of information(external source or intrinsic
information) adding one in log variable to remove log
zero value , and t_prop represents the total number of
properties available in ontology.
ICi(c) is the information content based on instances of
class c(inst(c)) and t_inst represents the total instances
available in ontology.
The total information content is defined as the sum of all
ICs (property information content, instance information
content and subclasses information content) weighted to
total ontology attributes, as shown in equation 9.
IC c =
w1 ∗ ICp c + w2 ∗ ICi c + w3 ∗ ICc c
Where,
log (t_prop +1)
w1 = log t_prop +1 +log t_class +log t_inst +1
w2 = log

9
(10)

log t_inst +1

(11)

t_prop +1 +log t_class +log t_inst +1

w3=1-(w1+w2)
(12)
w1, w2, w3 are weights for the property information,
instance information and subclasses information
respective which are defined by natural of an ontology,
where it increase by increasing the number of relations
(properties t_prop) and number of instances(t_inst) in
ontology, on the contrary while a small number of
attributes with a large number of ontology
concepts(t_class) lead to decrease correspondence weight
IC c1, c2 = |IC c1 ∗ IC c2 |
(13)
sim c1, c2 = ws ∗ Sims c1, c2 + wl
∗ Siml c1, c2 IC c1, c2
(14)
The information content (importance) of alignment
concepts c1, c2 represents by (11) which is used in the
www.ijarcce.com
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initial similarity between compared classes
(12). Sims c1, c2 is the semantic similarity between two
concepts and Siml c1, c2 is the linguistic similarity
between the same concepts.
2 ∗ ICc c1, c2
ICr c1, c2 =
15
IC c1 + IC c2
ICc(c1, c2) = max
(Ics c1 , Ics c2 ) (16)
simr c1, c2 = ws ∗ Simrs c1, c2 + wl
∗ Simrl c1, c2
∗ ICr c1, c2
(17)
Relative similarity between two classes is relative to their
sibling, super classes, subclasses similarities .So to
calculate the similarity between the correspondence
classes from two ontologies using semantic similarity and
linguistic similarity, taking into account the information
content that calculated using attributes indicates to
importance of classes.
ICr(c1,c2) is the information content for relative classes
which based on the Least Common Subsume
concept(LCS) ICc(c1,c2) in (15).
Sims(c1,c2) , Simrs (c1,c2): semantic similarity between
two classes c1,c2, and their relative respectively.
Siml(c1,c2), Simrl (c1.c2) : linguistic similarity between
two classes c1,c2, and their relative respectively.ws ,wl
:two weighted value for semantic similarity and linguistic
similarity.
k

Nsim c1, c2 = sim c1, c2 +

simr c1i, c2i

18

i=1

IV.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A.
Evaluation
The outputs of the alignment are a set of pairs that have
relationships, Measurement of performance and
comparison of methods of alignment are the main ways to
estimate the alignment performance, as well as the
evaluation of the quality of alignment. This evaluation is
made in two steps the first is manually solving the
alignment by finding the correspondence between
ontologies, which consider as alignment of reference, then
comparing the alignment method with the reference. The
results are three values Nfound, Nexpected and Ncorrect.
Ncorrect
Precision =
Nfound
|Ncorrect|
Recall =
|Nexpected|
2 ∗ pecision ∗ Recall
F − measure =
Precision + Recall
Where, Nfound represent the output of alignment method,
The Nexpected is the pair result of reference alignment.
The Ncorrect is the intersection of the two values of
alignment method result and the reference alignment
result [53].
Precision measures the fraction of found alignments that
are actually correct. When the precision equal to 1 that
mean all reference pairs are found in the alignment results
,but it does not mean that all alignments result are in
references pairs. Recall measure the fraction of correct
alignment to the total number of correct existing
Copyright to IJARCCE

alignment. A high recall indicates too many of alignments
have actually been found. If there is a high recall and low
precision this indicate to many false alignments-measure
represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall. This
will be the main measure of quality assessment. Due to
the impact of the budget, it makes sense to draw the
precision and recall against each other. Thus, one sees that
the accuracy and / or call the method that works best [10].
Alignment is the process of founding the correspondences
between concepts of two ontologies or other relationships
between them, sometimes these concepts is not important
concept in ontology mean concepts not provide detail
information in the description of domain, where centrality
of concept and its density increase the weight of concept
importance. The importance of concept is the
measurement it take into account the concept's attributes
and other related concepts.
B.

Datasets

We have been running a subset of the OntoFarm dataset
for the matching systems participating in OAEL. All
ontologies model the same domain is conference
organization, based on different conferences. Ontologies
reflect different conceptualizations of the same domain,
this way simulating 'real-world heterogeneity' of semantic
web ontologies, using complete reference alignment for
dataset can be downloaded
from http://nb.vse.cz/~svabo/oaei2010/. Table Ι present
the ontologies used in our evaluation indicating number of
concepts and properties in each ontology.
TABLE Ι
Oontology

Concepts_no.

Property_no.

CMT.owl

29

59

conference

59

64

confof

38

36

edas

103

50

Ekaw

73

33

Iasted

140

41

sigkdd

49

28

A dataset used in the experiment and their sizes
C.

Results

The Relative similarity method has been implemented
using the Java programming language with single thread.
We can evaluate the new alignment method using the
three measures of precision, recall and f-measure. Table ΙΙ
presents the average values of precision ,recall and fmeasure for all methods indicating the improvement of
the new method (RSS). Fig. 5. represent the result
compared with Boat, Flood anchor, s_match and Lom
[35,39,29,31]. From Fig. 7, we can see that Precision of
RSS better than all compared similarity methods, but
there are three pairs of ontologies have more precision
than others. Recall is better than all other alignment
compared method.
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TABLE ΙΙ
The average Precision, recall and F-measure of OAEI ontologies by alignment methods
Recall

Precision

F_measure

Rss

0.860443

0.331012

0.463957

S_match

0.586145

0.164238

0.249786

Flood

0.464095

0.118583

0.180415

Boat

0.430335

0.114663

0.16709

Lom

0.367104

0.187055

0.230306

This method presents a way to estimate the similarity of classes, it is consider as measuring similarity by taking into
account the structure similarity plus class importance. This method enhance the precision alignment and recall in some
cases, where it increase the number of classes aligned .it also provides a way to align ontologies that have different
languages in the same ontology, where the string comparator and WorldNet which serve English language only are not
effective, but here the structure similarity that take into account the context of entities will affect the total similarity of
entity.

Recall
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0.4
0.2
0
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edas-sigkdd
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Precision, Recall and F-measure between RSS, BOAT, Flood ,S-match and Lom on dataset ontologies.
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Average value
1
0.8

Rss

0.6

S_match

0.4

Flood

0.2

Boat

0

Lom
F_measure

Precision

Recall

Fig.8. Average values of

CONCLUSION
Ontologies are backbone of the semantic web and many
applications. Application deal with different ontologies for
the same domain differs in their structure or modeling.
Ontology mapping is an important step to deal with
different ontologies to compute the relationships between
concepts or to estimate the most accurate knowledge when
the concept overlap with in multiple ontologies.
This paper presents a method for ontology alignment by
using structure similarity for ontologies entities relative to
the string similarity and semantic similarity of related
entities to concepts compared, taking into account their
information content with a modification of IC calculation.
Experimental result showed the superiority of the
proposed method over others.
In the future work we can determine how to determine
uncertain alignment and how to select the alignment if the
concept has many similarity values to many classes.
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